CAHIREGUILLMORE RAID

Two Prisoners Released

Two of the prisoners taken during the raid on Cahireguillmore House have been released, and the following statement has been made:-

A Denial

The friends of Dr O’Brien, Fethard, give the following denial to the statement as to his being wounded at Cahireguillmore. He only sustained a few small cuts, and is in perfect health. There is nothing to be said about the charge of arms being found in his possession.

Distinguished Limerick Man

DIES IN THE BALKANS

A sofa message received in Paris states that Mr James Bourke, late correspondent of the New York World, who was killed in Sofia last week, has been buried in the cemetery of St. Jean de Dieu, a town of the Bulgaric races.

AMBUSH NEAR MEELIN

Sixteen Civilians Reported Killed

A report has been received in Dublin that 66 civilians were killed near Meelin on the 24th of last month.

OFFICIAL DENIAL

No Truth in Report

A Central News telegram this afternoon states:

TOWN FIRED

A firebreak has been appointed by the military authority, and all the houses, except the Catholic Church, have been destroyed.

SEVEN YEARS' PEACE SERVITUDE

At Brussels, Quarter Sessions, F. B., who pleaded guilty to two charges of breaking into a house, was sentenced to seven years' penal servitude.

FALL IN IRISH BACON

A fall in the price of Irish bacon is announced. The fall is due to the reduced prices of the increased supplies of English bacon.